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Dark Touch 
by Kaya Jiwan & Sema Simone  

‘'We disrupt the conscious event paradigm, we move from the light to 
the dark, through de-identification, de-personalisation  

and sense deprivation we re-polarize ourselves.” 
 .'' 

What happens when you take away the senses, what happens when you go in and fall  
instead of up and out? What happens when you enter the dark instead of  

seeking the light?  

In these times we focus so much on the light, the crown and the outside connection, that 

we almost forget to harvest the gold in the matrix of darkness.  

In a 3hr experience we explore how to touch from the darkest place of ourselves where 

the mind doesn’t interfere. 

Signature  
Dark Touch is a sensual, orgasm*c, emotional, energetic, sxxual experience. We focus on 

feeling, being, embodying. We offer a clear structure and safe container. Preparation, 
integration and silence is a part of your journey.  Due to the intimate space we ask not 

only for full responsibility but also for complete confidentiality.  

For whom? 
This experience is NOT for you when you are seeking to hook up, touch strangers in the 

dark for your own arousal or have the desire to fulfill your own needs through the 
presence of others.  
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You are welcome  
This experience is for you when you are curious about body based explorations, open to 
drop deeper into BEING instead of seeking. You are ready to feel the intimacy of your 

own sxxual power, where feeling ALL is the language.  

The space is sleaze and peak free. We will work with (optional) nudity in a space beyond 
polarization and identification. 

Dates  

9th of April  
Amsterdam 

23th of April 
Tulum 

21th of May 
Copenhagen  

What will come when you feel instead of think? 

3hr Sensory Deprived Experience  
Only 9 spots available  

110,- euro 

Tickets  
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https://www.chipta.com/en/tickets/event/35631/dark-touch/event-info/

